
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of scientist, immunology. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for scientist, immunology

Define immunological pathways triggered during host-pathogen interactions
(working closely systems biologists, bioinformaticians and clinical) and their
utilization as either intervention points or as biomarkers of efficacy/safety
Provide immunological expertise to a variety of project teams in immune
mechanisms (innate and acquired) that can be manipulated to provide
immunomodulatory therapies
Design, plan and perform cell based assays for immunogenicity risk
assessment on therapeutic proteins
Compile data, write reports necessary for Investigational New Drug (IND)
Application under minimal supervision in alignment with partner functions
and present conclusions in cross-functional teams
Develop new methodologies and improve processes for immunogenicity risk
assessment and data analysis
Work closely in cross-functional teams in an international setting
Provide technical and scientific guidance to team members
Develop novel, testable hypotheses through intellectual processes involving
literature review, exchange of scientific ideas by participation in internal and
external scientific communities, and bioinformatic data mining
Design and perform laboratory experiments to test these hypotheses,
interpret results and troubleshoot experiments
Develop CRISPR functional genomic screening approaches based on in vitro
and in vivo immune models to identify and validate key regulators of anti-
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Qualifications for scientist, immunology

Cell-based assay design, development and validation
Compound screening and IC50 generation
Conduct translational studies using biosamples from patients with
autoimmune diseases to support pharmacodynamic and biomarker discovery
Characterize immune cells using standard immunological assays that include
ELISA, flow cytometry and multiplex assays
Execute in vitro functional assays using primary human leukocytes (B, T, DC,
Monocytes, etc), handling biosamples from healthy or diseased donors
including isolation PBMC or purification of subsets of human leukocytes for
the analysis of gene expression, signal transduction and protein readouts to
support mechanism of action studies and/or drug candidate assessment
Analyze results with limited supervision, and prepare data reports to Lab
Head presentations at various forums


